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Many published comparisons of face detection algorithms used different evaluation 

procedures for each algorithm or even contain only a summary of the originally reported 

performance among several face detection algorithms on the pair of small datasets. Deg-

tyarev et al. have proposed the FD algorithm evaluation procedure containing model of 

face representation conversion unifying the FD algorithms comparison procedures, 

which makes such evaluation more reliable. However, there is no evidence that such 

"conversion" does not diminish the localization accuracy. The aim of this work is to ex-

amined the effects of two different face representation conversion techniques - eyes es-

timation model proposed by Degtyarev et al. and highly scored eyes detection method 

proposed by Bolme et al. and based on ASE filters - via routine testing.  

 

Introduction 

Face detection (FD) algorithms are getting 

widely used in the modern world: security sys-

tems, interactive user interfaces, advertisement 

industry, entertainment services, video coding, 

etc. However, there is no universal and com-

prehensive algorithm that can be used for all 

possible tasks and under any circumstances. 

Therefore users should carefully choose FD 

algorithm based on published comparisons of 

FD algorithms such as made by Hjel-

mas et al. [4], by Yang et al. [9], by Beve-

ridge et al. [1] and Degtyarev et al. [3]. It 

should be emphasized that the most of such 

researches used different evaluation proce-

dures for each algorithm or even contain only 

a summary of the originally reported perfor-

mance among several face detection algo-

rithms on the pair of small datasets, neverthe-

less that such problem has been emphasized by 

Hjelmas et al. [4] in 2001. 

Degtyarev et al. have aimed in [3] to propose 

parameters of FD algorithms quality evalua-

tion and methodology of their objective com-

parison, to show the current state of the art in 

face detection (Short overview of this work 

and proposed model of face representation 

conversion is given below) unifying the FD 

algorithms comparison procedures.  

The aim of this work is to examine the effects 

of two different face representation conversion 

techniques - eyes estimation model used in [3] 

and well known and publicly available eyes 

detection method, proposed by Bolme et al. [2] 

(ASE filters), from the highly scored by 

Scheirer et al. [8] correlation filters class. Such 

study can help end users of FD algorithms to 

understand and to interpret the results of its 

comparative testing better. 

Comparative Testing of Face Detection  

Algorithms 

The main problem of fair comparative testing 

of face detection algorithms is the abundance 

of different models of face representation in 

images: by the center of the face and its radius, 

by rectangle (OCV, FDLib, FoI), by coordi-

nates of the centers of eyes (SIF, UniS, FSDK, 

VL), by ellipse, etc. 

In recent FD algorithms' comparative testing 

made by Degtyarev et al. [3] authors supposed 

faces to be represented by coordinates of the 

centers of the eyes (i.e. centers of the pupils), 

because first, this representation looks to be 

more opportune in terms of the results compar-
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ison; second, usually face recognition algo-

rithms require the centers of eyes matching for 

learning samples; third, experts mark eyes 

faster, easier and more precisely than they 

mark faces by rectangles. Thus, to unify the 

resulting comparison method authors sug-

gested eyes position reconstruction model, 

which receives a face location in rectangle 

form and returns estimated coordinates of the 

centers of eyes.  

In their work, Degtyarev et al. have tested fol-

lowing algorithms: Intel© OpenCV (OCV), 

Luxand© FaceSDK (FSDK), Face Detection 

Library (FDLib), SIFinder (SIF), University of 

Surrey (UniS), FaceOnIt(FoI), Neuro-

technology© VeriLook (VL) - where OCV, 

FDLib, FoI represent results by rectangle and 

SIF, UniS, FSDK, VL by coordinates of the 

centers of eyes. And the key result of their 

work can be represented as a chart of ROC 

curves (see Fig. 1) 

 

 
Fig. 1. The key result of comparative testing of Face 

Detection algorithms; ROC curves. 

Model of Localization Accuracy 

If detected faces are represented by the centers 

of the eyes (Fig.2.a), let's consider them to be 

correctly detected, if and only if detected eyes 

belong the area around the true eyes location 

with the diameter EyesD . Which depends on the 

distance between eyes' centers and, has been 

taken equal to 0.25  .(This criterion was origi-

nally used by Jesorsky et al. [5]), and calcu-

lates as 2Eyes EyesD l  . 

Otherwise, faces represented by rectangles 

should be "converted" to unified representation 

via eyes estimation or eyes detection. It should 

be noted that such "conversion" of face repre-

sentation (from rectangle to eyes' centers) 

might deteriorate the localization accuracy for 

algorithms describing faces by rectangles. In 

this work we examined the effects of two dif-

ferent face representation conversion tech-

niques - eyes estimation model proposed by 

Degtyarev et al. [3] and well known and high-

ly scored eyes detection method proposed by 

Bolme et al. [2] and based on ASE filters. 

 
Fig. 2. Schematic face representation. LeftEye  and 

RightEye  – absolute coordinates of detected left and 

right eye respectively; Eyesl  - distance between eyes' 

centers; 
Left
HEyesl , 

Right
HEyesl , HEyesl  - distance between top 

border of the face and center of the left or right 

eye; HeadSize  - size of the rectangle representing face; 

EyesD  - diameter of the area of acceptable eyes' coordi-

nates deviation from the true eyes location; HeadCenter  

- absolute coordinates of the found face. 

Model of Eyes Position Estimation 

Assume there is a full face portrait image with 

no incline (Fig. 2.b), and the algorithm has 

found its center and size - ( HeadCenter  and 

HeadSize  respectively). Obviously, the eyes on 

this image are located symmetrically about the 

vertical axis (i.e., at the half the distance be-

tween them: / 2Eyesl ) and at the same distance 
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( HEyesl ) from the top border of the face's rec-

tangle. Thus the absolute coordinates of eyes 

can be estimated as: 
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Let's try to estimate the parameters of the algo-

rithm, namely Eyesl  and HEyesl , as an average of 

the huge amount of images with experts' la-

beled eyes. Based on such analysis, the follow-

ing coefficients have been founded: A  - aver-

age proportion of distance between top border 

of the face and center of the eyes ( HEyesl ) to the 

size of the face rectangle; and B  - average 

proportion of the distance between eyes ( Eyesl ) 

to the size of the face rectangle ( HeadSize ). 

They can be estimated using information about 

true eyes location on the images series: 
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where i

HEyesl , i

Eyesl  and i

HeadSize  - respective pa-

rameters measured for the i -th image in the 

data set of N  objects. Therefore the coordi-

nates of the eyes for a given face size and the 

coefficient of proportions for the algorithms 

(1) are calculated according next equations: 
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If there is a full face portrait image with any 

incline, let's find HEyesl  as an average distance 

between center of each eye and top border of 

the face. 

Experimental Testing: Eyes Position  

Estimation Model vs. Eyes Detection 

The effects of the mentioned above face repre-

sentation conversion techniques on the locali-

zation accuracy of FD algorithms can be ex-

amined via routine repeating of testing proce-

dure used by Degtyarev et al. [3] for FD algo-

rithms simultaneously describing founded 

faced by rectangles and by the centers of eyes 

(FSDK and VL according [3]) and eyes posi-

tion reconstruction models based on them (To-

tal test dataset size is 59888 images: 11677 

faces and 48211 non-faces). Coefficients of 

eyes position estimation model were deter-

mined on Georgia Tech Face Database. In this 

work, the following criteria of face representa-

tion conversion method have been taken into 

account: variability of the model's coefficients 

under different conditions, detected eyes de-

partures from true eyes position (according 

Jesorsky et al. [5] and Popovici et al. [6]) and 

ROC-curves distinctions. 

Coefficients of the model for algorithms 

representing faces by rectangles (2) under dif-

ferent tuning parameter are given in the ta-

ble below (FSDK and VL). 

Table. Coefficients of the model of eyes po-

sition estimation. 

FSDK Coeff. A Coeff. B 

Average 0.4285 0.3650 

RMSE 0.00035 0.00011 
 

VL Coeff. A Coeff. B 

Average  0.2506 0.4955 

RMSE 0.00027 0.00051 

As we can see the coefficients of the eyes po-

sition estimation model for each algorithm are 

different and have small spread around the av-

erage (RMSE) for different turning parameters 

of an algorithm that are expected because turn-

ing parameters may interfere with the size of 

detected faces. Therefore, proposed model is 

resistant to FD-algorithms' tuning parameters 

changes, but should be train for each face de-

tectors individually. 

The main criterion of localization accuracy 

according Jesorsky at el. [5] model is detected 

eyes departures from true eyes position. The 

comparisons of such departures for direct de-

tected and estimated eyes demonstrate the al-

most equal localization accuracy at the given 

value of 0.25   (Fig. 3). ASE Filter has 

demonstrated a bit lower results than other for 

  greater 0.25  

To verify the closeness of eyes estimation and 

direct detection models in terms of localization 

accuracy, let's compare distinctions of ROC-

curves for the algorithms with direct eyes cen-

ters detection and with eyes center estimation 

according proposed model. 
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Fig. 3. Detected eyes departures from true eyes position: 

a- for VL rect. input; b – for FSDK rect. input. 

As it shown in Fig. 4, the distinctions of ROC-

curves are insufficient and can be ignored for 

FD algorithms comparison testing. 

 
Fig. 4. The ROC plots for different eyes position recon-

struction models. FAR (in log scale) against FRR. a - 

for VL; b - for FSDK. 

Discussion and Conclusion 

The main problem of fair comparative testing of 

face detection algorithms is many different mod-

els of face representation in images. The only 

one way to overcome it is unification of face re-

presentation via its "conversion". However any 

"conversion" of face representation might dete-

riorate the localization accuracy. In this work we 

examined the influence of two different face re-

presentation conversion techniques from rectan-

gles to eyes' centers: eyes estimation model pro-

posed by Degtyarev and well known and highly 

scored eyes detection method proposed by 

Bolme et al. [2] and based on ASE filters. 

Degtyarev's model has been demonstrated to be 

fast, easy to implement and sufficiently precise 

for comparative testing of FD algorithms, de-

spite its simplicity. In our experiments, Bolme's 

detection model (ASEF) has demonstrated worse 

performance than direct eyes detection and Deg-

tyarev's model in terms of comparative testing of 

FD algorithms for 0.2  , but it has been more 

precise than other for 0.1   (Fig.3). 

However, authors thought that more sophisti-

cated and comprehensive regression eyes' esti-

mation model of higher orders will minimize 

introduced localization accuracy errors. 
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